Planning and implementation
The Master Plan for Hamburg’s 105th district was approved by the Senate
of the City of Hamburg on 26 February 2019 . Since then, the individual
issues relating to the Oberbillwerder Master Plan have been specified in
greater detail. The Bergedorf district office is working on the local plan
for the purpose of planning approvals.
The planning horizon for the creation of Oberbillwerder as a liveable, energetic, affordable and sustainable district is well over a decade away. One of
the most important factors in planning capability for such ambitious goals
is the early establishment of the ongoing and holistic management of the
development process. For that purpose, in early 2018 the Hamburg Senate
set up a new development company, IBA Projektentwicklung GmbH & Co. KG
(IPEG), thus paving the way for the realisation of the city’s second-largest
urban development project. It is anticipated that the first development will
get under way from 2022, with the first houses built from the mid-2020s. At
the same time, the IBA Hamburg is continuing with process-related communication and public participation.
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A bird’s eye visualisation from the south

At a glance
Approx. 7,000
new homes

Hamburg housing policy
three-way split*

Up to 20 %
joint building ventures

4,000 to 5,000
jobs

Approx. 28 ha
green and open spaces

Educational and community centre
with a district school and grammar school

2
primary schools

Up to 14
kindergartens

Up to 14
social facilities

The Connected City

Oberbillwerder –
Hamburg’s 105th district
From the mid-2020s, around 7,000 homes of different
kinds and up to 5,000 jobs will be created on approximately 124 hectares of land to the north of Allermöhe
S-Bahn station. This space will be transformed into a
lively district where innovative mobility concepts and
modern, energy-efficient ways of living and working
are a reality. The Oberbillwerder Master Plan follows
the basic philosophy of a district that is integrated
into its environment, with lively neighbourhoods and
diverse offerings in the areas of education, culture,
leisure, sport and recreation.
* The concept envisages a three-way split of sub
sidised housing construction, privately financed
rented housing and freehold dwellings, as is typical
of Hamburg developments.
The basic urban layout takes its cue from the existing man-made landscape. Open space, including the
Green Loop, is the heart of the project, joining the
five different quarters together. These all have their
own distinctive character and are organised around
several small squares, creating coherent local neigh
bourhoods. Hamburg’s 105th district is also
being developed as a model ‘Active City’ district, with
a focus on sport, health and keeping active.

The Connected City – the landscape loop as part of the man-made landscape

Oberbillwerder –
The Connected City
The Connected City is the guiding principle behind
the city of tomorrow, connecting the new with the
existing, combining past and future, strengthening
present elements of quality, and making this the
starting point for a new, liveable city, where urban life
and the landscape are linked together. The Connected
City boasts multiple use of spaces and buildings, thus
helping to reduce land consumption. It also stands
for integrative development. The neighbour districts
of Neuallermöhe and Bergedorf-West will be connected to the new district via new pedestrian walkways
and cycle paths. Waterways and green axes connect
Oberbillwerder with the surrounding area, so that
through the cultural landscape a space for everyone
is created.

?

The new district will not be an island – the integrative planning approach creates
points of reference with the surrounding residential quarters

The design of the Connected City Master Plan was
based on the work of the ADEPT planning team,
with Karres + Brands and Transsolar Energietechnik
GmbH.
The Green Loop

In April 2019, the German Sustainable Building Council (Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges
Bauen, DGNB) pre-certified the
Oberbillwerder Master Plan with a
Platinum Award, its highest honour.

www.oberbillwerder-hamburg.de

Masterplan Oberbillwerder
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Areas of activity and communal use

n Social, cultural, religious and educational institutions
n Quarter squares and central axis
n Path in the Green Loop
n Green Loop
n Scenic path
n Green spaces on the scenic path
n Kindergartens
n Kindergartens outdoor spaces
n Schools
n Sports facilities
n Swimming pool
n Sports areas
n Playgrounds

Diverse urban space
GardenQuarter

Blue Quarter
StationQuarter

ParkQuarter
Green Quarter

Oberbillwerder consists of five quarters that are intentionally different in character. The fact that they have
different building types, developers, open spaces and
uses makes it possible to meet almost every requirement: a townhouse on the water, an apartment in the
urban centre, a detached house amidst greenery are
just some of the examples of the array of homes on
offer. This diversity allows for Hamburg’s typical threeway split of housing types across the different locations.

The 5 quarters

The many neighbourhood squares spread across the
whole district will foster Oberbillwerder’s community
scene: social, religious and cultural institutions and
offerings will all have a place here. The ground floor
zones, featuring small businesses and restaurants, open
onto streets and squares. Local residents and people
who work in the quarter will meet in cafés, relax or do
some exercise in the squares.

n Open blocks
n Sheltered courtyards
n Detached buildings, Townhouses
n Blocks
n Linear structures

The Connected City

Open space concept

Open space and mobility
concept

n Quarter squares and central axis
n Path in the Green Loop
n Green Loop
n Scenic path
n Green spaces on the scenic pat
n Allotments/city gardens
n Stipulated stretches of wate
n Temporary stretches of water

n Main roads

Mobility concept

n Mobility Loop
n Residential streets
n Residential paths

Open space is the element that connects all of Oberbillwerder, with the Green Loop the heart of the new
district. Multiple usage is the key to synergies. In order
to keep land usage as low as possible, many areas and
buildings will be used for multiple purposes. The public
green spaces in the Green Loop will incorporate open
space, sports and play facilities, as well as cycle-ways
and footpaths that also act to retain rainwater, without
either function interfering with the other. The Mobility
Hubs will house parking places with convenient integrated mobility services, along with a range of features
including parcel, power and recycling stations, plus social and cultural facilities for joint activities and neigh
bourhood gatherings. The multipurpose use of roofs is
also planned.
Oberbillwerder has a mobility concept that is both
sustainable and convenient, focused on improved local
public transport, a wide range of options for non-motorised transport, and attractive footpaths and cycle-ways.

(accessible by car)

BASIC PARKING HUB
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flexible Fläche für gemeinschaftliche Einrichtungen

Flexible area for community facilities

The basic Mobility Hub principle
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